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MY LOVE PARADE

Words by CLIFFORD GREY. Additional Lyric by REG. CONNELLY.
Tune Ukulele to G.C.E.A.

Music by VICTOR SCHERTZINGER.

KEYC

Andante moderato.

Loves I've known are buried in the past, They couldn't last with you;
Tender visions in my memory, I always thought you'd stay;

None of them could ever hold me fast, In the way you do.
And recall the happy ecstasy, Of sweet yesterday.

Yet their memories seem to cling to me,
I don't need them now you're all my own,
Something from each one you bring to me,
Now I've somebody to call my own.
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Eyes of Lizette, Smile of Mignonette, The
sweetness of Suzette in you displayed; Grace of Delphine,
Charm of Josephine, The cuteness of Pauline
in you arrayed. Those other charms with
yours need not be told,
No other arms but

yours could ever hold me. Lips of Lucille Beauty of California,

mille, You are my ideal, my love paradise.
I'**M A DREAMER**

AREN'T WE ALL?

FROM THE WILLIAM FOX PICTURE "SUNNY SIDE UP!"

Tune Ukulele to G.C.E.A.

B.G. De SYLVA, 
LEW BROWN and 
RAY HENDERSON

**CHORUS**

I'm a dream-er, Aren't We All?........

Just a dream-er, Aren't We All?........

In my dreams each night, it seems, My
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IF I HAD A TALKING PICTURE OF YOU
FROM THE WILLIAM FOX PICTURE "SUNNY SIDE UP"

VOCAL
FOX-TROT.

Tune Ukulele to B.E.G.C.

B.G. De Sylva,
Lew Brown and
Ray Henderson.

CHORUS (Not too fast)

If I Had a Talking Picture Of You, oo, I would

run it every time I felt blue, oo, I would

sit there in the gloom Of my lonely little room, And ap-
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DREAM LOVER.

Words by
CLIFFORD GREY.
Tune Ukulele to A.D.F.B.

Additional Lyric by RED CONNELLY

Music by
VICTOR SCHERTZINGER.

REFRAIN, Valse lente.

Dream lover, fold your arms around me, Dream lover, your romance has found me,

In held in your spell, Knowing too well, Dreams never tell

We two can leave the world behind us, Nobody indiscreet can find us, Dream
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